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Abstract: Generalizing work of BishopJones in the constant curvature case, we prove that if M is a complete 
Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature and with rr, M not virtually nilpotent, then the visual 
dimension of the set of geodesic rays, starting from a fixed base point, that are recurrent in some compact subset 
of M, is equal to the critical exponent of rrr M. Moreover, the critical exponent of an infinite subgroup H of a 
given word hyperbolic group equals the visual dimension of the conical limit set of H. 
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For a finitely generated group G, endowed with a word metric d, h4. Gromov [5] defined a 
geometric notion, to be word hyperbolic. It is satisfied by a large class of groups, in particular 
by the fundamental groups of compact negatively curved manifolds, and captures from them 
their synthetic properties. The following result is a contribution to the study of the “dimension at 
infinity” of subgroups (possibly infinitely generated or with torsion) of G. 
Theorem 0.1. Let G be a word hyperbolic group and H be an i@nite subgroup of G. The critical 
exponent of H acting on G equals the visual dimension of the conical limit set of H. 
If X is a hyperbolic space in Gromov’s sense, pointed in x0, and H is a discrete group of 
isometries of X, the critical exponent 6(H) of H is the infimum of the s > 0 such that the 
Poincare’ series ChEH e?d(xO-hxo) converges (this being independent of x0). 
If 8X is the boundary (or space at infinity) of X, then the conical limit set h,(H) of H is the 
set of points a in 8X such that there is a sequence of points in Hxo converging towards a while 
staying at bounded distance from a geodesic ray ending in a. 
The visual measure on the boundary of X (see [6, Section 6.11) is a natural class of measures, 
generalizing the Hausdorff measure of the visual metric (a la Gromov) at infinity for a simply 
connected negatively curved manifold. 
This theorem has been proved in the case of a discrete subgroup of the group of isometries of 
a (non-compact) symmetric space of rank one by C. Bishop and I? Jones [l] (to which we refer 
for historical remarks). Our proof is a rather straightforward generalization of the one in [ 11. 
Note nevertheless that the following results are proven alike: 
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Theorem 0.2. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, with sectional curvature K 6 -a 
where a > 0, with rrl M having no globalfxed point on the boundary of M, and let x E M. Then 
the visual dimension of the set of geodesic rays starting at x, that are recurrent in .some compact 
subset. equals the critical exponent of nl M. 
Note that in pinched negative curvature, or if nl is finitely generated, the hypothesis on ~1 M 
is equivalent to the requirement that 171 M is not virtually cyclic, by [2]. 
Theorem 0.3. Let T be a localyjinite tree, having a discrete cocompact group c?~automnrphism.s. 
Let H be a discrete group of isometries of T, ct,ithout a global,fixedpoint on the bormdary. Then 
the critical e.xponent of H equals the HLZLlsdo~dinIension of the conical limit set. 
This is in particular the case if H is a discrete subgroup of G(K), with G a simple algebraic 
group, of relative rank one. on a local field K with finite residual field. acting on its Bruhat-Tits 
building (see [7, page 124]), as SLz(C&,) acts on the regular tree of valence p + 1. 
1. Visual dimension 
We use the notations of [4], to which we refer for the background on hyperbolic spaces and 
groups. In what follows, X will denote a S-hyperbolic space. 
Let us recall the definition of the Gromov product 
(x14‘): = ;(d(x. z) + d(y, z) - d(x, y)) 3 0 
for points x, J, : in X, and 
(01, = sup lim inf (X, lyj); 
.l,+N.y,+h i.j-•fx 
if ; E X and a, b E X U 8X (which does coincide with the first definition if a. h E X). The 
usefullness of taking the least upper bound, on the sequences (xi) tending to a and (yj) tending 
to b, is to get an intrinsic definition (though the result depends on these sequences only up to a 
few 6’s). In particular, if g is an isometry of X. then (galgb),; = (alb),. Moreover 
l(alb), - (aIb)z,/ 6 d(z. I’). 
Let x be a base point in X, a be in 3X and r be in [O. +oc[. Define 
/&(a, r) = {b E aX 1 (alb), 3 - logr]. 
We call p\.(a. r) (/?(a. r) by abuse) the ball in i3X of centre a and radius r. See 16. Section 6.21 
for the relationship with the visual metrics. 
For every Bore1 subset E in 3X and every s > 0, q > 0, define 
IK:,,,Y(E) = inf C(r;)” 
where the infimum is taken on all coverings (bx(aj, r;));, finite or countable. of E by balls of 
radius r, 6 q. 
The visual measure of dimension s of E is then defined by 
x;(E) = ,jlIK;j,,(E). 
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As in the classic case (see [3]), this limit exists, and there exists a unique 0 in [0, +oo] such 
that?Ci(E) = +mifO < s < 0 and3Cz(E) = Oifa < s 6 +oo. Wecallcr = dim,i,(E) the 
visual dimension of E. 
It is proved ([6, Section 6.21) that the visual dimension of E does not depend on x. Moreover 
(lot. cit.), ifs is not zero and not infinity, then the (positive borelian) measures 3ci and Y$ on 8X 
are absolutely continuous one with respect to the other, with 
Here is a classic criterion (said to be Frostman’s) to give a lower bound on the visual dimension. 
Lemma 1.1. Ler E be a Borel subset of 3X. Assume that there exist K > 0 and a positive nun 
zero measure ,U on E such that pcc(B( a, r) n E) < Kr’. Then the visual dimension of E is at 
least s. 
Proof. For any covering of E by balls p(ai, pi), we have Cj r/ > K-l Ci p(fi(ai, r;)) > 
K-‘,x(E). Passing to the limit, we get PCi( E) 2 K-‘I_L(E) > 0, which proves the result. 0 
2. Critical exponent and visual dimension 
We assume that X is geodesic, proper (see [4]) and that there exists S’ > 0 such that for every 
x, y dans X, there exists a geodesic ray starting from x passing at distance less than 6’ from y. 
We call the point at infinity of this ray a boundary projection of y. This last assumption is for 
instance satisfied if X admits a discrete cocompact group of isometries (for instance if X is a rank 
one symmetric space, or a Cayley graph of some word hyperbolic group, or a regular tree T’ ou 
biregular tree TP,q). Up to increasing S, we will assume S = 6’. 
Theorem 2.1. If G is a discrete group of isometries of X, with no global fixed point on the 
boundary, then 
6(G) = dim,i,(A,(G)). 
The three theorems in the introduction follow easily from this one. The next proposition is the 
easy inequality. Its proof is essentially the same as Sullivan’s one [8, page 1921 for X the real 
hyperbolic n-space. 
Proposition 2.2. 6 (G) > dim,i, (A,(G)). 
Proof. Fix R > 0. For x, y E X, define 0, (y , R) the shadow viewed from x of the ball of centre 
y and radius R, i.e., the set of points a in the boundary such that there exists a ray between x and 
a passing through this ball. 
For every g in G, choose a boundary projection ag of gx. Since X is hyperbolic, it is easy to 
see that there exists a universal constant C, > 0 such that the shadow 0, (gx, R) is contained in 
the ball px (as, rg) of radius satisfying - log J-~ > d (x, gx) - R - Cl 6. 
Denote by ER the set of boundary points that are in infinitely many shadows 0,(gx, R) for 
g’s in G. Then if g lives outside a finite subset F of G, the balls ,&(as, rs) make a covering of 
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fin with small radii. Ifs > 6(G), the visual s-measure of ER is finite, since 
As any point of the conical limit is in some ER for some integer R, this proves the result. 0 
The difficult part lies in the reverse inequality. 
Proposition 2.3. Zf G has no global jixed point on 8 X, then 6 (G) < dim,,, (A,.(G)) 
Proof. Fix E > 0. Sets = 6(G) - 2r. Fix a boundary projection a, of every point x in the orbit 
Gxa. Define 23(a, r) = {b E X U 3X 1 (aIb)r,, 3 - logr}, whose set at infinity is B(u, r). 
We will construct C, D > 0 and a subset T = UnEW T,, of the orbit Gxo of G which is the set 
of vertices of a tree with root xa, every element x in T,, having a unique parent in T,, _ 1 and a finite 
set of children T(x) in T,+l , satisfying the following conditions: 
1. if y is a child of x, then y E ‘B(u,~, Ce-d’“u,“‘); 
2. if y is a child of x, then 4C < d(xo, y) - d(xo, x) 6 D; 
3. if y, z are distinct children of x, then %(a,. 2Ce--d(y1.“)) and B((a,, 2Ce--d(‘“,“) are disjoint; 
4. c YET(X) f? 
-sd(xo.v) 2 e-.td(xtr.x) 
We will then prove that the set 8 T of accumulation points of T in the boundary is contained in 
the conical limit set, and has visual dimension at least s. 
Since X is proper, a X is compact. The complementary subset of a neighborhood of the bound- 
ary in X U aX contains only finitely many points of the orbit of n under G. Since !B(u, r) for 
I’ > 0 is a neighborhood of a, and since s + E > 6(G), it follows by compactness that there exists 
a point al in 8X such that for every Y > 0 
c 
e-(s+c)d(x-o.g*o) = oo. (*) 
gEG IKW’B(Ql .r) 
Since G does not fix globally al, choose y E G such that a2 = yut # al. Let Y > 0 sufficiently 
small and C > 0 sufficiently large compared to 1, 6(G), such that (xly),, 6 C/2 for every 
x, y in respectively B1 = %(a,, r), B2 = %((a~, r). Since B2 contains y’B(a,. r~~(.‘(l.y’;(~)), the
equation (*) with u2 replacing al is still valid. 
Define A,, to be the annulus of the x E X such that n < d(xo, x) < n + 1. For e = 1, 2, let 
us prove that 
limsup C e-Jd(xo.Rxo) = 00. 
‘Iem ,q /~QG&~A, 
Otherwise, there would exist an N > 0 such that for every y2 the above sum would have iV as an 
upper bound. But then 
cc 
-(s+t)d(xo.gxo) = C C e-td(xo.S~r,)e-sd(.~ci.Xlli) < N 
,Ze- 
c” < 00 
R I gxoa ndl R I RQE&~.~, 
which contradicts (*). Hence: 
lim sup ePs Card {g 1 gxO E Br n A,} = cx). 
n+co 
There exists a universal constant C2 > 0 such that for every rz big enough, if x, y belongs to 
A, with d(x, y) 3 M = 2log(3C) + C2(6 + l), then %(a,, 3Ce-d(‘“.“)), ‘B(u,, 3CePd(x”,‘)) 
.are disjoint. 
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Since G is discrete, the orbit Gxo is the union of finitely many subsets uch that two distinct 
points in each subset are at distance at least M. 
For C = 1, 2, there exists therefore, for ne that might be choosen arbitrarily big, a (finite) subset 
V, of the orbit, contained in 73e n A,*, such that 
(i) B(a,, 3Ce-d(XD~“)) and 23(a,, 3Ce-d(xo~Y) ) are disjoint for any two distinct points x, y in V,, 
(ii) C g Igxo~Vt e 
-~dh&m) 3 e-snt Card {g 1 gxo E V,) 3 es’ lGx,, 1, where IG,,] is the cardinal 
of the (finite) stabilizer of x0 in G. 
We will assume that ne 3 6C, and we set D = sup{nl , nz} + 1. 
Let us now define T = u ncW T, by induction. Set TO = {x0} and (for example) Tl = VI. The 
conditions (l)-(4) are clearly satisfied at level 1. 
Assume that T, is constructed for n 3 1 and consider x = gxo E T,. Recall that by con- 
struction, two geodesic segments tarting at xg, ending respectively in Bt , &, follow each other 
at a distance less than or equal to 86 for at most ;C + C3S with Cs a universal constant. By 
condition (2) applied at level n, d(x, x0) 3 2C. Hence if C is big enough with respect to 6, 
then two geodesic segments tarting at x, the first one going to x0, the other to a point in one of 
gB1, gBz, say gB1, are following each other at distance less than 46 for at most :C + CqB (with 
Cd > 0 a universal constant). Then set T(x) = gV1 and T,+i = UxtT, T(x). 
Let us check the above conditions (l)-(4). By construction, a child y of x belongs to 
%(a,, Ce-d(xo.xJ )). Since G acts by isometries, d(xe, y) - d(xo, x) 6 d(y, x) 6 nr + I 6 D. 
Since two geodesic segments between respectively x, x0 and x, y follow each other closer than 
46, for at most a distance ;C + C4~5, we get d(xo, y) - d(xo, x) 3 n1 - 2C 3 4C. 
Recall that g VI is far (with respect o S) from every geodesic segment between x and x0, and that 
C is big compared to 6. Hence 23 (aY , 2Ce-d(xo.v)) and B (a,, 2Ce-d(x@)), for y , z distinct children 
of x, have their images by g-r at distance bounded by CsS (with C5 > 0 a universal constant), 
from respectively ‘.B((a,-I,, 2Ce-d(xo*g-‘y)), ?!%(a,-~,, 2Ce-d(xo*gm’z)). Hence %(a,, 2Ce-d(xa.J’)), 
%(a,, 2Ce-d(Xo~z)) are distinct by (i). 
Moreover, according to (ii), 
ce 
-.yd(xo.v) > (Card ~,)~-stn~+l)~-sd(xo.x) 2 e-.4xo,x). 
+T(x) 
Let us now use the tree T to end the proof. Every point of 3T is the limit of a sequence of 
points (X,),& with x,+1 a child of x,. But it follows from conditions (I), (2) that this sequence is 
a quasi-geodesic (by the criterion [4, page 92]), hence stays at bounded distance from a geodesic 
ray ([4, page loll). Therefore i3T is contained in the conical limit set. 
Let us prove that the visual dimension of 8 T is at least s. Let us construct a measure h as in 
Lemma 1.1 for E = aT. 
Set r, = Ce-d(xo,x) and /I(x) = B (a,, r,). For x in T,, the balls j3 (a,, 2r,) are disjoint, by (3) 
and since by (l),(2), if y is a child of x, then /?(y, 2r,) c /?(x, 2r,). If E, = uxeT, ,9(x), then 
i3T = n, E, by (1). 
Let us define a probability measure @ with support in E by setting CL(&) = 1 and if y is a 
child of x, then 
-sd(xo.v) 
k@(Y)) = e ,d,*,,z)~(~(x)). 
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It is clear by induction and by (4) that 
/@(x)) < e-sd(-Q..x). (**) 
Let us prove that a similar inequality is still valid for every ball fi = B(a, r). Let B(v) be a 
lowest generation ball meeting /3 such that B(aY, 2r,) does not contain /I. (Such a ball exists if 
B meets 8T.) Let x be the parent of .v. By minimality, we get B c fi(a,-. 2r,). Since /?(a,, 2r,) 
is disjoint from the balls B(z) of the same generation as x, we get I_c(~) < ~(B(Lz,, 2r,)) = 
p(p(x)). Hence by (2) and (M), 
Recall that #j = ,6(a, f) meets, say in b, the ball /3(y), as well as, say in c, the complementary 
subset of B(a,, 2r,). Assume that log 2 is big enough compared to S (which may be assumed up 
to multiplying the metric of X by a very small constant, which multiplies the critical exponent and 
the visual dimension by the same factor). Therefore t 3 Kr, with K > 0 a constant depending 
only on 6. Indeed, 
(WC).,,, 3 inf(W),,,, (ale),,) - 8 3 - logt - 6. 
And if S is small compared to log 2, then (blc) \,) is less than - log rx - log 2 + ChS (with C6 > 0 
a universal constant). Hence 
p(B) 6 (CK)-‘eSDts, 
which is what had to be proved. El 
If the group Isom(X) of isometries of X is endowed with the compact-open topology, if r is a 
finitely generated group (with the discrete topology), the space of morphisms from r to Isom(X) 
is endowed with the compact-open topology (called the algebraic topology). Since as in [ 11, one 
can deduce from 2.3 (the conditions (i), (ii) requiring the control of only finitely many elements) 
that 6 (G) is lower semi-continuous for the algebraic topology. 
Theorem 2.4. Zf C& : r -+ Isom(X) converges ulgebruicully to @I with & (l’), C#I (r) discrete 
and 4 (r) having no globuljixed point ut injinit~, then 
6(w)) 6 ];~~fwwx 
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